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The Danish provisional system of AT is 
illustrated in 7 aspects

 Reasons for assigning AT
 A coordinated concept of disability
 Guiding disability principles
 Defining ass. technologies to be assigned
 Choosing assigning level
 Knowledge creation and methods practising
 Choosing operators and financing body
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 Reduced labour force
 Increased number of past 65-seniors (- 25 %)
 Increased number of seniors living longer with severe 

disabled relations (uses 70 % of all AT)
 A growing proportion wants to take part in society life, 

have better quality of life and a bigger feeling of security 
and independence

 A growing proportion wants to stay on their own in own 
home

 And AT is getting better and cheaper

 DK: 1 out of 10 persons has at least 1 ass. tool paid by the 
public        

Reasons for assigning AT
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Reasons for assigning AT

DK: Yearly public expenditure : 400 mil. EUR for approx. 
1.000.000 tools. Hun: (same service level) 800 mil. EUR/ 
2.000.000 tools

DK: AT is regarded as a welfare investment cost
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A coordinated concept of disability

 The basic disability concept (and the guiding principles) 
defines what is AT for public assignment

 DK: Disability is no longer a characteristic of the individual 
person. Disability is a peculiarity of the relation between 
the individual and the surrounding society

 DK: Not only the individual but also alone the society can 
disable the relation fx technology of communications, 
accessibility of public or private space etc. 

 DK: The whole person is taken into account – in his or hers 
surrounding society, not only the individual defects and 
dysfunctions is regarded 
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Guiding disability principles
 Every country must also have political principles to indicate 

general guidance for restoring disabled person-society 
relations

 DK: 4 guiding disability principles:
 1. Public wish for equality to all. This means equal 

possibilities and full equality through inclusion
 2. Public wish to compensate disabled relations for the 

individual by assigning technology, home adjustments and 
personal helpers and for paying extra costs

 3. Mainstreaming responsibilities for compensations to each 
public sector

 4. Public solidarity towards all including the whole family. 
Covers fx free transportation or extra napkins for the child 
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Defining AT to be assigned

 Time development from an authorised list individual 
decisions on certain conditions 

 DK: Most used types of AT in individual provision:
 1. Bodily worn utensils, like stoma and incontinence bags
 2. Individually adjusted technology such as speech-writing 

programmes, cars and smart homes
 3. Technology to be used by more persons respectively 

without alterations
 4. Technology used mostly by helping persons, e-lifts/beds
 DK: Technology in general provision with general 

compensations
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Defining AT not to be assigned

 AT outside the authorised list
 DK: AT and home changes:
 1. Compensate a none-permanent disabled relation (the 

hospital will lend AT)
 2. Not often used in praxis by or in relation to the person
 3. No mayor or necessary compensation to relation 

inclusive the ability to live in own home (no car substitute if 
ability to walk 100-200 m)

 4. Is commonly owned at the moment
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Defining AT not to be assigned

DK: Individuals can choose AT-products freely, if they give 
the same compensation and are not more costly

DK: Cost-effectiveness evaluations causes differences in 
assigning decisions and service levels in between 
municipalities. 100 municipalities makes 1 mi. AT-decisions 
pr. year

DK: A 2 level complaint/appeal system free of municipal 
decisions. 100 decisions are appealed to level 2 pr. year

DK: A concrete in own home evaluation and education of 
most important problem solutions with evaluated tests of 
relevant AT and with individual technical adjustments 
assures no over- and no less- compensations
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Choosing assigning level

 The decision level of assigning AT to individuals can change 
over time:

 State system level in boards
 County and municipal levels cooperate depending of costs 

of individual compensation (DK -2007)
 Municipal and its personnel levels cooperate depending of 

costs of individual compensation (DK +2007)
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Knowledge creation and methods 
practising
 A provisional system of AT must incorporate the following 

functions:
 1. Creation and dissemination of AT-knowledge:
 Make tests and evaluations of products
 Make good solutions known by comparisons of products
 Work out evidence based checklists for offers of buying
 Run development and scientific activities
 Run internet database of all AT products (DK:40.000)
 Run networks for practising therapists within 4-5 areas: 

children and youngsters, daily living at home, mobility, 
mobility by car and communications

 Sell modules of specialist education, seminars, exhibitions
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Knowledge creation and methods 
practising

 2. Practicing Methods (semi-centralised Centres)
 Make methodological demonstrations of evaluations of 

needs within 4-5 team-areas, including eating and sitting 
solutions, alternative talking, writing and reading, and 
compensations for cognitive difficult relations

 Give/ sell balanced special advices of possible 
compensations

 Sell selectively or in total or partial subscription courses on 
“how to do” in daily practise 

 DK: 2007 the 14 County AT Centres were passed on to 
bigger municipalities with the same obligations towards the 
other municipalities
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Choosing operators and financing body of 
individual AT-provision

 DK: Represents a decentralised, public provisional 
system with elements of private outsourcing

 DK: 80 municipalities run their own AT-Center with 
services of delivery, maintenance, repair, recycling, 
in-home evaluation of needs and home alterations 

 20 municipalities rents private services in total or in 
part from 5-6 Centres, but assignments are reserved 
for own therapists

 Invitations to submit tenders in buying auctions calls 
for heavy coordination


